Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 14 May 2022

Compiled Sat. 14 May 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.”

5.17 Big News

Remember the Date, 2022

…President Q

“Where Love Is, So God is Also. Where Love is, We Want to Be.”

March 20, 2022- #4827 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)

Love is a verb, an action, and the most enduring – and needed – power in the Universe. True love, selfless love, does not bloom overnight, nor wither as life becomes more complex and difficult, but gradually grows deeper to it’s full beauty with each shared experience – even more so with unexpected or challenging experiences that take true forgiveness to resolve. Love takes a lot of time, energy, contemplation and patience, but love is undaunted.

Judy Note: “Noah looked like an idiot, until it started to rain,” as Quantum Stellar Initiative pointed out today on Telegram. That’s likely the way many of us feel by now. We “idiots” have gone through a heck of a lot of heckling and criticism by friends, family, even complete strangers, just for trying to find the right path through all the lies and deception on both sides of our road to the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the world.

It’s tempting to fight back by blaming Intel providers for the frustration. I’ve personally heard a lot of that, but as my dear friend Bonnie B pointed out to me today, “Even though that’s an attractively baited hook, chose not to bite. In the game of Ping Pong if you put your paddle down, the game can’t continue.”

So, I’m taking that wise advice. On Thurs. 11 May Q and Trump announced on Telegram that, “the Global Currency Reset has been fully activated” and therefore, my paddle’s down. As Trump recently said, “Game Over. Thanks for playing. Trust the Plan.”

A. White Hat Intel: Storm A ‘Comin

- The Chinese Communist Party (communism) was near the end. The world cannot be saved if communism still existed (Wuhan Bio-weapon control over western leaders and infiltration of governments, Media, Banks, ect).
The Chinese Financial System was at the brink of destruction/collapse. The Bubble was ready to burst.

Good people were in harm's way. White Hats across the world in every country including China, were working hard to bring down the old system.

The collapse of the CCP was planned long ago. A Military Government would be installed after the crash.

In many countries a Military Government would be the key.

The Deep State was in the process of shutting down the Internet to cause chaos, stop banking and money transition between companies and consumer stores – a Blackout to cut off the free flow of information between Freedom Fighters and those who don’t take direction from the Mainstream narration.

The time was imminent for the Deep State to kill the Internet. That would be the Dead Man’s Switch for Declass Data hidden in the Net.

Everything has been anticipated and countered.

PAIN, PAIN, PAIN, PAIN. Those who are ready do not fear the Dark Days.

B. Global Currency Reset:

Judy Reminder: No one, and I mean NO ONE, knows the exact time and date that the codes will be entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/exchange appointments. That would be decided from calculations by the Military Quantum Computer and based on concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan.

As of Tues. 10 May the Gold-backed Chinese Yen had replaced the fiat US Dollar as the World’s Reserve Currency.

On Thurs. 11 May Q and Trump announced on Telegram, “The Global Currency Reset has been fully Activated.”

Janet Yellen did not release the main Iraqi bank from sanctions as ordered, which dragged out the GCR process – and made it too late to go this week according to Bruce.

On Sun. 15 May the new Operational Rates would be published for 28 countries including Iraq’s new Dinar Rate.

By Mon. 16 May all currencies would be trading on the new Quantum Financial System.

The Department of Defense mandated that all Banks across the globe would fully integrate the Global Currency Reset Funds Release Security Codes by Thurs, 12 May, but it did not happen because of Janet Yellen not doing as ordered. Now that the problem has been resolved, GCR Funds release would likely happen early next week, perhaps on Mon. 16 May.

At that time all Reno subgroups would have 100% access to new ISO 20022 USN accounts for immediate payout, while the Wells Fargo Group (formerly General 64) and Abbott Downing private invitations could possibly start, along with Tier4B notification and appointment scheduling at 7,000 Redemption Centers.
• **Redemption Center Staff** say next week will be a great week for all of us.
• **The General Public would probably start around a week after Tier4B exchanges begin**, according to Bruce.

C. **NESARA zeros out all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt** due to illegal banking and government activities. This is the Federal Reserve’s worst nightmare: https://t.me/GESARAandNESARA/9239

D. **Fri. 13 May Fleming Update Call**: 05/13/2022 Update - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMBXNins-44&t=142s&ab_channel=Nick%27sIntel

• **Length of the NDA** can be anywhere from 90 days to 5 years.
• **Fleming gets his Intel** from the Military.

E. **Restored Republic**:

• **Cabal Stock Market Wobbling** as it Sits on Top of the Fiat US Dollar and as the Gold-backed Global Currency Reset Completes
• **Worldwide Cyber Attacks**, Mass Arrests Imminent.
• **Biden Out, Trump In? Supreme Court Likely To Void 2020 Election** After Voter Fraud Discovered in all 50 States “2000 Mules” Documentary on 2020 Election Fraud https://www.bitchute.com/video/oUxVva4yWsuu/
• **In May 22-26 2022** the World Health Organization meets with the UN in Davos Switzerland to declare a unilateral World Health Crisis and thereby take control of and sovereignty away from all nations including the US under Agenda 2022, Section 16.2.

F. **White Hat Intel**:

• **Lin Wood**: Stock up between now and September 11 on food, water, and other essentials. We stop doing business with the tyrants on September 11. This is NOT a one day STRIKE on September 11. This is a STRIKE that we must be prepared to continue until we bring the tyrants to their knees. It will take courage and sacrifice. But courage is contagious and we must rely upon our communities to help alleviate any suffering of others. I believe our STRIKE FOR FREEDOM will spread across our nation. I believe our nation’s courage to STRIKE FOR FREEDOM will spread to the people in countries around the world. We can do this, Patriots. And there is more we can peacefully do. Stay with me

G. **WHO Plans to Take Over Sovereignty of All Nations on 26 May 2022**

• **In May 22-26 2022** the World Health Organization meets with the UN in Davos Switzerland. There WHO planned to declare a unilateral World Health Crisis based on just a personal opinion of possible health threats.
• **The declaration under Agenda 2022, Section 16.2** will allow WHO to take complete control of all nations of the world including the US, which will then lose their sovereignty, with no recourse to oppose the measure.

• **This decision was supposedly passed**, signed, sealed and delivered by every US Congressman and Senator. Although, Congress was not even in session at the time and the CIA was said to have forged their signatures. Biden has already handed over US sovereignty to WHO.

• **On 16 Jan. 2021** WHO formally declared that Lucifer was God of this World. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpQ9fTbK9q0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpQ9fTbK9q0)

• **Ushering In Tedros As Health Dictator Of The World: Biden’s Treasonous Set Of Amendments Sells Out The Sovereignty Of Mankind.** "If Biden’s Bill passes, the WHO can declare a health emergency in a country without consulting with the country...and if the country resists, he can go ahead and, within 24 to 48 hours, begin to mobilize all the resources of the UN against the country.” [https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/05/ushering-in-tedros-as-health-dictator-of-the-world-bidens-treasonous-set-of-amendments-sells-out-the-sovereignty-of-mankind-video/](https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/05/ushering-in-tedros-as-health-dictator-of-the-world-bidens-treasonous-set-of-amendments-sells-out-the-sovereignty-of-mankind-video/)

• **WHO, Sovereignty of Nations and the Nuremberg Code: Dear Sir/Madam,** I would like to express my rejection of what you're doing at the WHO that no one elected you. You take the sovereignty of nations and the body sovereignty of their citizens behind their backs. This information that has such an impact on everyone - literally creating a one world government that controls every aspect of our lives. You have no right to do so: declare pandemics according to your own agenda and force people to undergo quasi, experimental medical procedures which are totally against the Nuremberg Code. You're all committing crimes against humanity and be put on trial. The mass awakening of humanity is happening and you'll face justice. Best regards, Shoshi Herscu Author [https://massawakening.org/](https://massawakening.org/)


H. Global Financial Crisis:


• **Twitter deal temporarily on hold. Elon Musk** wants to evaluate if spam and fake accounts do indeed represent less than 5% of the platform's users base. Twitter shares plummet by 25% in pre-market trading. [https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-threatens-walk-away-twitter-deal](https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/musk-threatens-walk-away-twitter-deal)
• China’s fourth largest property developer, Sunac, missed a major Bond payment and warned it could default on more.
• Half of the United States’ top trading partners and trillions of dollars—and more—could all be lost, as the Chinese regime has grown ever more aggressive in the waters of the Indo-Pacific.
• "The 10 largest capital management organizations in the world manage 41.6 trillion US dollars. In eight of them, the main shareholders are Black Rock and Vanguard. In the entire history of money, never has so much power been concentrated in fewer hands." https://t.me/worldawakeningtruenews

I. Fri. 13 May Fulford Report: https://t.me/BenjaminFulfordJournalist

• Asian secret society sources promise that big changes are coming. In the Philippines, Bongbong Marcos, a member of the dragon family, is about to take over the presidential office. He is working with the alliance, and documents are being signed to release funds for a planetary revival, the sources promise. The removal of President Rodrigo Duterte will also mean that David Rockefeller Jr. he will lose his protection there, CIA sources in Asia add. That's one reason he's trying to negotiate a surrender.
• The choice of Marcos is just one of the big changes expected this week. Sources from the secret US space program say that something will also happen in Russia:
• The claim that Putin has to go to the hospital for a possible cancer and have surgery is just a pretext. Putin has undergone an upgrade, as we might call it. When he actually appears at the World War II Victory Parade on Monday, May 9, you will see the difference. He will be obvious. If a doppelganger or a CGI hologram appears, you will also recognize it. Pay very close attention to what is sent in the messages. If the latter appears in the celebrations, it means that its upgrade has not yet been completed. When the treatment is completed, we will see a younger-looking man already on Monday, May 9.
• Pictures in the media of Putin at the Victory Parade made it clear that a new and improved Putin will represent Russia. So, if the sources are correct, from this week there will be a regime change in the USA, Russia, Canada and elsewhere, followed by the disclosure of previously hidden technologies.

J. 2020 Voter Fraud:

• Dominion Voting Machines Created and Filled Out Own Ballots: https://usafirstreporting.com/dominion-voting-machines-were-able-to-create-and-fill-out-own-ballots/

K. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:

• Russia to cut power supply to Finland by tomorrow Sat. 14 May.
• The US West is suffering its worst drought in 1,200 years. Lake Mead, the largest
manmade reservoir in the country, has fallen to an unprecedented low. The Colorado
River fills Lake Mead and Lake Powell, another critical reservoir in the West. This river
system supports more than 40 million people living across seven Western States and
Mexico. Both reservoirs provide drinking water and irrigation for many communities
across the region, including rural farms, ranches and native communities. The federal
government declared a water shortage on the Colorado River for the first-time last
summer.

• Not even believable that Joe Biden just cancelled a major Alaska oil lease where not
only big dollars would be made by the United States (instead of another country) but also
massive amounts of oil would be produced when gasoline is at the highest price ever.
…President Donald Trump.

L. International Child Sex Trafficking, Drug & Gun Running; Adrenochrome, Organ
Harvesting Ring:

• Jessie Czerbotar Occult Blood Rituals: Jessie Czerbotar is a very controversial figure.
She is extremely brave and courageous for the stand she is taking against the private and
secret practices of the occult. In this video she describes in detail some of the ritual
practices and the people involved in these horrific crimes against humanity. Viewer
Discretion Advised. The world is not what you think it is:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/UtAYrRXrGpSz/

• Falsification of the "moon landing" - Walt Disney and Wernher von Braun. Walt
Disney helped Wernher von Braun (Nazi space engineer) to fake the moon landing of
Apollo 11 on July 20, 1969. The Woke World of Disney:
https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheC

• Disney Linked to Jeffrey Epstein & Ghislaine Maxwell’s PEDO Island; Disney
Cruise Line Offered Snorkeling Trips to Island:
https://welovetrump.com/2022/04/08/disney-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein-ghislaine-
maxwells-pedo-island-disney-cruise-line-offered-snorkeling-trips-to-island/

• The "Führer’s" PEDO-Face 1943 Disney Propaganda film:
https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/17380

• Pervywood7, Disney’s Demons: https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/16070

• Chinese Communist Party Forced Live Human Organ Harvesting: Mitchell Gerba
lives in an undisclosed area on the border of China where he continues to wage an
awakening war against the evil business of the CCP live human organ harvesting. Just
whom is targeted? https://rumble.com/v14j7y2-mitchell-nicholas-gerba-ccp-forced-live-
human-organ-harvesting.html

M. Covid/Vax Hoax:
The largest medical experiment in world history is not over yet - there are even more injections ahead. Dr. Naomi Wolf: "We've seen internal CDC documents that show they've always planned six injections, so it's not over yet. They planned six injections from the very beginning."


Confidential Pfizer Documents reveal 90% of Covid Vaccinated Pregnant Women lost their Baby, but Pfizer claimed: “No safety signals emerged” We either have a serious issue here or a bucket load of terrible coincidences. [https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/05/09/confidential-pfizer-docs-90percent-pregnancies-miscarried/](https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/05/09/confidential-pfizer-docs-90percent-pregnancies-miscarried/)

AIDS-related Diseases & Cancers reported to VAERS increased between 1,145% and 33,715% in 2021: [https://expose-news.com/2022/05/13/33715percent-increase-aids-related-disease-usa/](https://expose-news.com/2022/05/13/33715percent-increase-aids-related-disease-usa/)

Meet the Doctors Who Were Punished or Threatened for Questioning the COVID Vaccines: [https://resistthemainstream.org/meet-the-doctors-who-were-punished-or-threatened-for-questioning-the-covid-vaccines/?utm_source=telegram](https://resistthemainstream.org/meet-the-doctors-who-were-punished-or-threatened-for-questioning-the-covid-vaccines/?utm_source=telegram)

"We declare that Pfizer, Moderna, BioNTech, Janssen, AstraZeneca, and their enablers withheld and wilfully omitted safety and effectiveness information from patients and physicians, and should be immediately indicted for fraud." [https://rumble.com/v14dtuu-michael-yeadon-phd-principle-3.html](https://rumble.com/v14dtuu-michael-yeadon-phd-principle-3.html)

AIDS-related Diseases & Cancers reported to VAERS increased between 1,145% and 33,715% in 2021: [https://expose-news.com/2022/05/13/33715percent-increase-aids-related-disease-usa/](https://expose-news.com/2022/05/13/33715percent-increase-aids-related-disease-usa/)


There are over 250,000 pharmaceutical drugs on the market, 500 of those are antibiotics, and not one of them are designed to cure anything.

N. Wars and Rumors of Wars:

Russia's State Duma deputy proposed to put "Poland next in line for denazification after Ukraine," the state news agency RIA reports. [https://ria.ru/20220513/polsha-1788409643.html](https://ria.ru/20220513/polsha-1788409643.html)
• US House of Representatives Member Marjorie Taylor Green on $40 billion sent to Ukraine: "This is money laundering. In addition, the CIA uses this money to continue financing the war and regime change."

O. The Real News for Fri. 13 May 2022:

• Investigative Reporter Sharyl Attkisson recently testified before Congress that the FBI intended to plant Child Porn on her husband’s computer.

• In 1921 Nikola Tesla's Pierce-Arrow electric car ran on pure etheric electricity – a self-recharging car that did not run on batteries, oil or gas. Electric vehicles have been around for much longer than most people realize. This is not even a myth, just a cover up of our lost technology so that they could bill us every step of the way, and have a complete control over us. Free energy = Independence, freedom from the matrix, freedom to go wherever you want, live off grid, have heat and electricity, and live your life happily without government interferences.

• UN Confirmed The Cabal’s Great Reset on Thurs. 12 May 2022: https://fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/the-un-has-confirmed-the-great-reset/302388


• Amid the West's climate change fuelled mega drought, Lake Mead, the largest manmade reservoir in the country has fallen to an unprecedented low. A valve that has been in service since 1971 can no longer draw water, according to the Southern Nevada Water Authority, responsible for managing water resources for 2.2 million people in Southern Nevada, including Las Vegas.

• Photos taken recently show the eldest of the agency's three intake valves high and dry above the water line. "When the lake hit 1060 (feet above sea level), that's when you could start to see the top of the intake number one," said Bronson Mack, public outreach officer for the Southern Nevada Water Authority. Lake Mead hit 1,060 feet above sea level on April 4 and now stands at approximately 1055 feet. A valve situated deeper at the bottom of Lake Mead is currently being used for the first time.

• The Colorado River fills Lake Mead and Lake Powell, another critical reservoir in the West. This river system supports more than 40 million people living across seven Western States and Mexico. Both reservoirs provide drinking water and irrigation for many communities across the region, including rural farms, ranches and native communities. The federal government declared a water shortage on the Colorado River for the first-time last summer. The west is suffering its worst drought in 1,200 years.

Q. The Real News That Should Have Been In, But Never Made The Headlines:

• Thurs. 22 April 2021: Marines, Seals Head Rescue of Millions of Tortured Children, While Trump Implodes Fiat Dollar for a Global Currency Reset | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
R. The Cannibal Warlords Of Liberia:

- **VICE travels to West Africa to rummage through the messy remains of a country ravaged by 14 years of civil war.** Despite the United Nation's eventual intervention, most of Liberia's young people continue to live in abject poverty, surrounded by filth, drug addiction, and teenage prostitution. The former child soldiers who were forced into war have been left to fend for themselves, the murderous warlords who once led them in cannibalistic rampages have taken up as so-called community leaders, and new militias are lying in wait for the opportunity to reclaim their country from a government they rightly mistrust.


S. Must Watch Videos:

- **Fri. 13 May Situation Update:** [https://rumble.com/v14mbdg-situation-update-51322.html](https://rumble.com/v14mbdg-situation-update-51322.html)


- **Juan O’ Savin: The RINO Front (Must See Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)**

- **Thurs. 12 May Situation Update:** Situation Update: Wake Up! Dems Pushing For War! Pass A $40 Billion Ukraine Aid While American Babies Have No Formula! Growing Hydras In Vaxed? Rothschild/Rockefeller Evil Covenant! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)


T. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. Colin Ross – Robert David Steele

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4

**WARNING:** Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”

U. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:

**Since 1990** I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of thousands of children on a regular basis.

V. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the organizations:


FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submitted an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.


Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678

Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help

Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime


Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line

W. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about the Children

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking Ring run by these global elites.

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs

X. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was rampant in our international society.

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/exchange appointments.

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my humanitarian project organized and going.

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can’t tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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